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杭州市教育系统公开招聘教职工专业知识测试

（2019 年 1 月）

小学英语学科试题卷

考生须知：

1. 本试卷分试题卷和答题卷，满分为 100 分，考试时间 120 分钟。

2. 答题前，在答题卷密封区内填写姓名、身份证号、报考单位、报考岗位、市场号和座位

号。

3. 所有答案必须写在答题卷上，写在试题卷上无效。

4. 考试结束，上交试题卷和答题卷。

一、完型填空（共 20 题，每小题 1 份，满分 20 分）

阅读下面短文，从每题所给的 A、B、C 和 D 四个选项中选择最佳选项，并将答案写在答题纸

上。

For many people today,reading is no longer relaxation.To keep up their work they

must read letters, reports, trade publications, interoffice communications, not to

mention newspapers and magazines: a never-ending flood of words. In 1 a job or

advancing in one, the ability to read and comprehend 2 can mean the difference

between success and failure. Yet the unfortunate fact is that most of us

are 3 readers. Most of us develop poor reading 4 at an early age, and never

get over them. The main deficiency 5 in the actual stuff of language itself —

—words. Taken individually, words have 6 meaning until they are strung together

into phrases, sentences and paragraphs. 7 , however, the untrained reader does

not read groups of words. He laboriously reads one word at a time, often regressing

to 8 words or passages. Regression, the tendency to look back over 9 you have

just read, is a common bad habit in reading. Another habit which 10 down the speed

of reading is vocalization — sounding each word either orally or mentally

as 11 reads.

To overcome these bad habits, some reading clinics use a device called an 12 ,

which moves a bar (or curtain) down the page at a predetermined speeD．The bar is

set at a slightly faster rate 13 the reader finds comfortable, in order to

“stretch” him. The accelerator forces the reader to read fast, 14 word-by-word

reading, regression and subvocalization practically impossible. At first 15 is

sacrificed for speeD．But when you learn to read ideas and concepts, you will not

only read faster, 16 your comprehension will improve. Many people have

found 17 reading skill drastically improved after some training. 18 Charlce Au,

a business manager, for instance, his reading rate was a reasonably good 172 words

a minute 19 the training, now it is an excellent 1,28 words a minute. He is

delighted that how he can 20 a lot more reading material in a short period of time.
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1． A．applying B．doing C．offering D．getting

2． A．quickly B．easily C．roughly D．decidedly

3． A．good B．curious C．poor D．urgent

4． A．training B．habits C．situations D．custom

5． A．lies B．combines C．touches D．involves

6． A．some B．a lot C．little D．dull

7. A.Fortunately B．In fact C．Logically D．Unfortunately

8． A．reuse B．reread C．rewrite D．recite

9． A．what B．which C．that D．if

10．A．scales B．Cuts C．slows D．measures

11．A．some one B．one C．he D．reader

12．A．accelerator B．actor C．amplifier D．observer

13．A．then B．as C．beyond D．than

14．A．enabling B．leading C．making D．indicating

15．A．meaning B．Comprehension C．gist D．regression

16．A．but B．nor C．or D．for

17．A．our B．your C．their D．such a

18．A．Look at B．Take C．Make D．Consider

19．A．for B．in C．after D．before

20．A．master B．go over C．present D．get through

二、阅读理解（共 15 题，每小题 2 分，满分 30 分）

阅读下列短文，从每题所给的 A、B、C 和 D 四个选项中选择最佳选项，并将答案写在答题

纸上。

A

A letter written by Charles Darwin in 1875 has been returned to the Smithsonian

Institution Archives（档案馆） by the FBI after being stolen twice.

“We realized in the mid-1970s that it was missing,” says Effie Kapsalis, head

of the Smithsonian Institution Archives. “It was noted as missing and likely taken

by an intern, from what the FBI is telling us. Word got out that it was missing when

someone asked to see the letter for research purposes,” and the intern put the letter

back. “The intern likely took the letter again once nobody was watching it.”

Decades passed. Finally ,the FBI received a tip that the stolen document was

located very close to Washington, D.C. Their art crime team recovered the letter

but were unable to press charges because the time of limitations had ended. The FBI

worked closely with the Archives to determine that the letter was both authentic

and definitely Smithsonian’s property.

The letter was written by Darwin to thank an American geologist, Dr. Ferdinand

Vandeveer Hayden, for sending him copies of his research into the geology of the

region that would become Yellowstone National Park.

The letter is in fairly good condition, in spite of being out of the care of

trained museum staff for so long.“It was luckily in good shape,” says Kapsalis,
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“ and we just have to do some minor things in order to be able to unfold it. It

has some glue on it that has colored it slightly, but nothing that will prevent us

from using it. After it is repaired, we will take digital photos of it and that will

be available online. One of our goals is to get items of high research value or

interest to the public online.”

It would now be difficult for an intern, visitor or a thief to steal a document

like this.“Archiving practices have changed greatly since the 1970s,”says Kapsalis.

“and we keep our high value documents in a safe that I don’t even have access to.”

21.What happened to Darwin’s letter in the 1970s?

A. It was recovered by the FBI.

B. It was stolen more than once.

C. It was put in the archives for research purposes.

D. It was purchased by the Smithsonian Archives.

22.What is Darwin’s letter about?

A. The evolution of Yellowstone National Park.

B. His cooperation with an American geologist.

C. Some geological evidence supporting his theory.

D. His acknowledgement of help from a professional.

23. What will the Smithsonian Institution Archives do with the letter according

to Kapsalis?

A. Reserve it for research purposes only.

B. Turn it into an object of high interest.

C. Keep it a permanent secret.

D. Make it available online.

24.What has the past half century witnessed according to Kapsalis?

A. Growing interest in rare art objects.

B. Radical changes in archiving practices.

C. Recovery of various missing documents.

D. Increases in the value of museum exhibits.
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B

For thousands of years, people have known that the best way to understand a

concept is to explain it to someone else. "While we teach, we learn," said Roman

philosopher Seneca. Now scientists are bringing this ancient wisdom up-to-date.

They're documenting why teaching is such a fruitful way to learn, and designing

innovative ways for young people to engage in instruction.

Researchers have found that students who sign up to tutor others work harder to

understand the material, recall it more accurately and apply it more effectively.

Student teachers score higher on tests than pupils who're learning only for their

own sake. But how can children, still learning themselves, teach others? One answer:

They can tutor younger kids. Some studies have found that first-born children are

more intelligent than their later-born siblings (兄弟姐妹). This suggests their

higher IQs result from the time they spend teaching their siblings. Now educators

are experimenting with ways to apply this model to academic subjects. They engage

college undergraduates to teach computer science to high school students, who in

turn instruct middle school students on the topic.

But the most cutting-edge tool under development is the "teachable agent"—a

computerized character who learns, tries, makes mistakes and asks questions just

like a real-world pupil. Computer scientists have created an animated (动画的)

figure called Betty's Brain, who has been "taught" about environmental science by

hundreds of middle school students. Student teachers are motivated to help Betty

master certain materials. While preparing to teach, they organize their knowledge

and improve their own understanding. And as they explain the information to it, they

identify problems in their own thinking.

Feedback from the teachable agents further enhances the tutors' learning. The

agents' questions compel student tutors to think and explain the materials in

different ways, and watching the agent solve problems allows them to see their

knowledge put into action.

Above all, it's the emotions one experiences in teaching that facilitate learning.

Student tutors feel upset when their teachable agents fail, but happy when these

virtual pupils succeed as they derive pride and satisfaction from someone else's

accomplishment.

25. What are researchers rediscovering through their studies?

A) Seneca's thinking is still applicable today.

B) Better learners will become better teachers.

C) Human intelligence tends to grow with age.

D) Philosophical thinking improves instruction.

26. What do we learn about Betty's Brain?

A) It is a character in a popular animation.

B) It is a teaching tool under development.

C) It is a cutting-edge app in digital games.

D) It is a tutor for computer science students.
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27. What is the key factor that eases student tutors' learning?

A) Their sense of responsibility.

B) Their emotional involvement.

C) The learning strategy acquired.

D) The teaching experience gained.

C

Human memory is notoriously unreliable. Even people with the sharpest

facial-recognition skills can only remember so much.

It's tough to quantify how good a person is at remembering. No one really knows

how many different faces someone can recall, for example, but various estimates tend

to hover in the thousands—based on the number of acquaintances a person might have.

Machines aren't limited this way. Give the right computer a massive database

of faces, and it can process what it sees—then recognize a face it's told to find

—with remarkable speed and precision. This skill is what supports the enormous

promise of facial-recognition software in the 21st century. It's also what makes

contemporary surveillance systems so scary.

The thing is, machines still have limitations when it comes to facial recognition.

And scientists are only just beginning to understand what those constraints are.

To begin to figure out how computers are struggling, researchers at the University

of Washington created a massive database of faces—they call it MegaFace—and tested

a variety of facial-recognition algorithms (算法) as they scaled up in complexity.

The idea was to test the machines on a database that included up to 1 million different

images of nearly 700,000 different people—and not just a large database featuring

a relatively small number of different faces, more consistent with what's been used

in other research.

As the databases grew, machine accuracy dipped across the board. Algorithms that

were right 95% of the time when they were dealing with a 13,000-image database, for

example, were accurate about 70% of the time when confronted with 1 million images.

That's still pretty good, says one of the researchers, Ira Kemelmacher-Shlizerman.

"Much better than we expected," she said.

Machines also had difficulty adjusting for people who look a lot alike—either

doppelgangers (长相极相似的人), whom the machine would have trouble identifying as

two separate people, or the same person who appeared in different photos at different

ages or in different lighting, whom the machine would incorrectly view as separate

people.

"Once we scale up, algorithms must be sensitive to tiny changes in identities

and at the same time invariant to lighting, pose, age," Kemelmacher-Shlizerman said.

The trouble is, for many of the researchers who'd like to design systems to

address these challenges, massive datasets for experimentation just don't exist

—at least, not in formats that are accessible to academic researchers. Training
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sets like the ones Google and Facebook have are private. There are no public databases

that contain millions of faces. MegaFace's creators say it's the largest publicly

available facial-recognition dataset out there.

"An ultimate face recognition algorithm should perform with billions of people

in a dataset," the researchers wrote.

28. Why did researchers create MegaFace?

A) To enlarge the volume of the facial-recognition database.

B) To increase the variety of facial-recognition software.

C) To understand computers' problems with facial recognition.

D) To reduce the complexity of facial-recognition algorithms.

29. What does the passage say about machine accuracy?

A) It falls short of researchers' expectations.

B) It improves with added computing power.

C) It varies greatly with different algorithms.

D) It decreases as the database size increases.

30. What is said to be a shortcoming-of facial-recognition machines?

A) They cannot easily tell apart people with near-identical appearances.

B) They have difficulty identifying changes in facial expressions.

C) They are not sensitive to minute changes in people's mood.

D) They have problems distinguishing people of the same age.

31. What is the difficulty confronting researchers of facial-recognition machines?

A) No computer is yet able to handle huge datasets of human faces.

B) There do not exist public databases with sufficient face samples.

C) There are no appropriate algorithms to process the face samples.

D) They have trouble converting face datasets into the right format.

D

The Nobels are the originals, of course. Alfred Nobel, the man who invented

deadly explosives, decided to try and do something good with all the money he earned,

and gave prizes to people who made progress in literature, science, economics and

– perhaps most importantly – peace.

Not all awards are as noble as the Nobels. Even though most countries have a

system for recognising, honouring and rewarding people who have done something good

in their countries, there are now hundreds of awards and awards ceremonies for all

kinds of things.

The Oscars are probably the most famous, a time for the (mostly) American film

industry to tell itself how good it is, an annual opportunity for lots of big stars

to give each other awards and make tearful speeches. As well as that there are also

the Golden Globes, apparently for the same thing.
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But it’s not only films – now there are also Grammies, Brits, the Mercury Prize

and the MTV and Q awards for music. In Britain, a writer who wins the Booker prize

can expect to see their difficult, literary novel hit the bestseller lists and

compete with "The Da Vinci Code” for popularity. The Turner Prize is an award for

a British contemporary artist – each year it causes controversy by apparently

giving lots of money to artists who do things like display their beds, put animals

in glass cases or – this year – build a garden shed.

Awards don’t only exist for the arts. There are now awards for Sports Personality

of the Year, for European Footballer of the year and World Footballer of the Year.

This seems very strange – sometimes awards can be good to give recognition to people

who deserve it, or to help people who don’t make a lot of money carry on their work

without worrying about finances, but professional soccer players these days

certainly aren’t short of cash!

Many small towns and communities all over the world also have their own awards

ceremonies, for local writers or artists, or just for people who have graduated from

high school or got a university degree. Even the British Council has its own awards

for “Innovation in English Language Teaching”.

Why have all these awards and ceremonies appeared recently? Shakespeare never

won a prize, nor did Leonardo da Vinci or Adam Smith or Charles Dickens.

It would be possible to say, however, that in the past, scientists and artists

could win “patronage” from rich people – a king or a lord would give the artist

or scientist money to have them paint their palaces or help them develop new ways

of making money. With the change in social systems across the world, this no longer

happens. A lot of scientific research is now either funded by the state or by private

companies. Perhaps awards ceremonies are just the most recent face of this process.

However, there is more to it than that. When a film wins an Oscar, many more

people will go and see it, or buy the DVD. When a writer wins the Nobel prize, many

more people buy their books. When a group win the MTV awards, the ceremony is seen

by hundreds of thousands of people across the world. The result? The group sell lots

more records.

Most awards ceremonies are now sponsored by big organisations or companies. This

means that it is not only the person who wins the award who benefits – but also

the sponsors. The MTV awards, for example, are great for publicising not only music,

but also MTV itself!

On the surface, it seems to be a“win-win”situation, with everyone being happy,

but let me ask you a question – how far do you think that publicity and marketing

are winning here, and how much genuine recognition of achievement is taking place?
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32. According to Para. 4, what would happen to award winning writers?

A. They would enjoy a much larger readership.

B. They would turn to popular novel writing.

C. They would continue non-fiction writing.

D. They would try controversial forms of art.

33. Which of the following statements best sums up Para. 6?

A. Awards ceremonies are held for local people.

B. Awards ceremonies are held on important occasions.

C. Awards ceremonies are held in certain professions.

D. Awards ceremonies are held for all sorts of reasons.

34. According to Para. 8, one difference between scientists and artists in the

past and those at present

lies in_____________.

A. nature of work

B. personal contact

C. source of funding

D. social status

47. It can be concluded from Para. 12 that the author thinks awards ________.

A. promote market rather than achievements

B. do good to both market and popularity

C. help those who are really talented

D. are effective in making people popular

三、语法填空（共 10 题，每小题 1 分，满分 10 分）

阅读下面材料，在空白处填入适当的内容（1 个单词）或括号内单词的正确形式。

Steven Stein likes to follow garbage trucks. His strange habit makes sense

when you consider that he's 36 environmental scientist who studies how to

reduce garbage, including things that fall off garbage trucks as they drive down

the road. What is even 37 (interest) is that one of Stein's jobs is defending

an industry behind the plastic shopping bag.

Americans use more than 100 billion thin plastic bags every year. So many

end up in tree branches or along highways that a 38 (grow) number of cities

do not allow them at checkouts . The bags 39 (prohibit) in some 90 cities

in California, including Los Angeles. Eyeing these headwinds, plastic-bag makers
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are hiring scientists 40 Stein to make the case that their products are not

as bad for the planet as most people assume.

Among the bag 41 (make)arguments: many cities with bans still allow

shoppers to purchase paper bags, 42 are easily recycled but require more

energy to produce and transport. And while plastic bags may be ugly to look at, they

represent a small percentage of all garbage on the ground today.

The industry 43 (take) aim at the product that has appeared as its

replacement: reusable shopping bags. The stronger a (reuse) bag is, the

longer its life and the more plastic-bag use it cancels out. However, longer-lasting

reusable bags often require more energy to make. One study found that a cotton bag

must be used at least 131 times to be better for the planet than plastic.

Environmentalists don't dispute（质疑） these points. They hope paper bags

will be banned someday want shoppers to use the same reusable bags for years.

四、书面表达（满分 20 分）

请你以“Is homework beneficial for learning?”为标题，写一篇词数不少于 150 词的英

语短文。

五、教学设计（满分 20 分）

根据下面提供的教学材料，设计一个课时的教案。请分析文本，确立教学目标，设计教学活

动，并在恰当之处辅以设计意图说明。中英文皆可。


